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Summary 

Source Max. Continuous Max. Discrete Effect on Tubes 
Durin~ 10 year run 

Solenoid system 180 ppm Helium 
[Away from tubes] 

100 % Helium < 1 min. 
[Away from tubes] 

None 

VLPC system 270 ppm Helium 
[Away from tubes] 

None 

10 ppm Helium 
[4 to 6 "8 e" layer tubes] 

None 

1.3 % He decaying to <100 
ppm in 5 min. 
[By 10 to 20 ''8'' layer 
tubes] 

None 
Lifetime at 1.3% Is 45 days. 
Expect 1.3% for total SO 
min. over 10 year run 

Calorimeter cold 
valve actuation gas 

Negligible probability 7 % He decaying to <100 
ppm In 30 minutes 
[By 2 "A" layer tubes] 

None 
Lifetime at 7% Is 8 days. 
Expect to actuate cold valve 
2 to 4 times over 10 yr run. 

I Tev Magne_t_ 100 to 200 ppm Helium 
[Away-fronH01:)esr -

5 % He decaying to <100 
. ppilf1h~-mlnutes.- - . ~ , -

[Magnet rupture, 
Envelopes DO detector) 

None- Lifetime at 5 %: 
-tJorosiffcate tutJes;-H-days-
Quartz tubes, 167 minutes 
Expect maybe 1 discrete 
event during entire run. 

Discussion and Background: 

Helium is present in the earth's atmosphere at about 5 parts per million. (ref. Technology of liquid helium, 
NBS monograph 111). The D-Zero detector uses helium for the cryogenic cooling of its superconducting 
magnet and visible light photon counter (VLPC) electronics chips. In addition, the tevatron accelerator has 
superconducting magnets that use helium Due to the possibility of leaks or releases of helium from these 
helium lines and components. the background helium level in the collision hall may exceed the natural 
level of 5 ppm This engineering note will quantify the probability and level of helium background in the 
D-Zero detector. 

The photomultiplier tutes used in the D-Zero detector are sensitive to an elevated helium atmosphere. Ths 
IS due to the permeation rate of helium gas through the glass tute. into the vacuum space inside. It is very 
important for the helium atmosphere surrounding the photomultiplier rutes is known and controlled. If the 
level of helium in the vacuum lute reaches a level above 5 ppm. then the pholOmuliplier tute may no 
longer work as designed The process is an irreversible one. 

Photomultiplier tube susceptibility 

The time for the helium level in the photo tute to reach a certain level by diffusion is given byI; 

where: tau = 1010 seconds for Borosilicate glass 
= Ir:t seconds for UV glass 

108 
= seconds for Quartz glass 

This informatlon is shown in the Table 1 

I E-mail communication from Rich Partridge. Brown University. referenced from Hamamatsu 
photomultiplier data book. Tau is representative. nO{ exact as DO is not using Hamamatsu photo tutes. 








































